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(a) Progress Report of the Chairman of Review Working

Party II on Tariffs, Schedules and Customs Administration

(b) Progress Report of Working Party I on Quantitative
Restrictions

1. Progress Report of the Chairman of Reviewworking Party II (W.9/124)

Mr.SEIDENFADEN (Denmark), Chairman of Wokiing Party II, read his
Progress Report.

The CHAIRMAN thought this report clearly indicated the divergence of views
expressed in the Working Party and showed that little progress had been made in
reconciling these views. Some encouraging developments were to be noted,
however, including the Netherlands initiative to find a common basis for tariff
reductions, certain progress in the question of most-favoured-nation treatment,
preferences, etc. He hoped that over the Christmas recess the delegations
would consider the various proposals in the light of the reactions which had
appeared in the meetings and that, particularly in the case of proposals which
hadreceived no general support, would not pursue them after the recess.

Mr. MACHADO(Brazil) thought it might be helpful to circulate an addendum
to the Progress Report, listing the document references for the various proposals
noted in it. Some of the proposals, including a Brazilian proposal to which
referenceswas made on page 3 had not yet been considered by the Working Party
sr sub-group.

Mr. HAGEMANN(Germany) referred to page 5 of the Progress Report, paragraph 2,
where the recommendation of the German Government should not be described as
tending toward an "equalization" of tariff incidences, but rather that its
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purpose was a certain rapprochement of tariffs. Customs duties necessarily
had to compensate to some degree different economic, production and price
conditions and therefore could not be equal in all countries.

Mr. PORTOCARRERO LACAYO (Nicaragua) referred to the statement of his
delegation at the working Party on 25 November requesting authorization to
renegotiate its bound schedule as soon as possible. Nicaragua was preparing
a new tariff using the Central American nomenclature. When his country
undertook negotiations at Annecy it had expected to adjust its tariff within
a few years, an adjustment which had been made impossible by the subsequent
rebindings of the schedules. The present tariff dated from 1918 and in view
of his Government's plans for economic development, and the extension of the
free-trade area with El Salvador, obviously required a complete revision.
His Government had been anxious to undertake this revision before June 1955.
However, the Nicaraguan Goverrnment had reviewed the situation, and
Mr. Portocarrero stated that he new had instructions to inform the CONTRACTING
PARTIES that they would request no changes or modifications before 30 June
1955. At that time they would wish to renegotiate the entire schedule so
as to be in a position to impose their new tariff in July.

Baron BENTINCK (The Netherlands) thought that the ProgressReport gave an
impression of a perhaps too definite proposal on the part of his delegation.
The Benelux Governments had thus far expressed no intention to withdraw any of
their previous proposals concerning tariff reductions The suggestions of
the Netherlands to which the report referred had been made because of the im-
portance his Government attached to the subject and as evidence of their
willingness to do their utmost to find a solution. He would reserve the position
of his delegation to consider this matter after the recess and possibly submit
a new draft.

Dr. NAUDE (South Africa) referred to the last paragraph of page 4 and the
first paragraph of page 5 referring to Article XXVIII.The South African
position was that tariffs and not quantitative restrictions should be used for
protective purposes. This was, moreover, a fundamental principle of the
Agreement. His Government had negotiated its schedule on the basis of Article
XXVIII in its present form, i.e. on the understanding that periodic renegotiation
were provided for without the necessity of pleading exceptional circumstances.
The latter concept formed the basis of the sympathetic consideration procedures

Dr. Naudé stated that his Goverment intended to use their right under
the Agreement to renegotiate in order to provide protection to certain deserving
industries. This was not a case, moreover, in which exceptional circumstances
could be adduced. There would be a disadvantage, in his view, in making the
procedures for renegotiations too rigid. It would only lead to the imposition
by countries of other measures of protection and upset still further an
already disturbed balance.
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Dr. VARGAS GOMEZ (Cuba) referred to page 7, the first paragraph of
Section A regarding new or increased preferences. The Cuban Government
sympathized with the problems raised by the delegations of Australia, Chile
and others regarding their difficulties with Article I. They were anxious
to find a satisfactory solution to meet these difficulties and when the proposals
were considered by the Working Party, the Cuban delegation had adopted a con-
ciliatory attitude. However, his delegation was uneasy at this solution pro-
posed by the sub-group, to the effect that these questions should de dealt with
by the submission of requests under Article XXV:5 (a) for waivers of obligations,
rather than by amendment of the Agreement. He was doubtful about the legal
interpretation on which this solution was based, as set out in the report of
the sub-group (W.9/114, paragraph 2) that "there are no limitations to the
obligations to which a waiver under that paragraph can apply. Therefore,
theparagraph is general in its application and a waiver can relate to any
of the provisions of the Agreement". His delegation could not accept this
interpretation. A waiver of obligation undertaken under Part I of the
Agreement implied a modification of Part I and could not be approved by a
two-thirds majority of the CONTRACTING PARTIES. To permit this would simply
be a means of circumventing Article XXX of the Agreement. Article I, paragraph 2
limited the preferential systems permitted within the framework of the Agree-
ment. If by a waiver of its obligations, Chile, for instance, were permitted
to establish a new preferential system, this would be a clear modification of
ArticleI.

Dr. Vargas Gomez said he would have to reserve the position of his Govern-
ment on this question pending further instructions.

Mr. OSMANI ALI (Pakistan) referred to page 5, paragraph 3 of the report and
the proposals regarding an obligationsto negotiate. Although Pakistan
appreciated the problem of low tariff countries, it also had its own problem
in this domain. The tariff in Pakistan was the main source of revenue and it
would be difficult for his Government to accept any such proposal, even if
it were so worded as tomkeemak the obligation recommendatory rather than mandatory.

JAHA (In ia)aremrmkhd tiat ±t would be difficult by the end of the Review
to agree on writiing ntothe Agreement a particular plan for tariff negotiations.
Moreover, it was inappropriate to provide for a particular plan or technique
of negotiation in the Agreement itself, as these were matters that should be
considered in the light of circumstances existing at a particular time. There
seemed to be little advantage to be gained, furthermore, by inserting an
obligation to negotiate since there was no way toiobage A country to reach
res.lts, It would surely be more effective to provide, as a function of the
Organization, that it should call upon contracting pastieo frcm time to time
to negotiate.

With regard to the references in thogPrssree. Report to modification
of schedules, he thought that the div viegewereewsvdue to the fact
that, ocer to rsea ofetim; the balance of advans accsring ung from the
ings hadccoanged to the disadvantage of some countries for example,
countries with, specific duties. For India there was the special problem that
the negotiating had taken place before partition, and the political changes
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Under these conditions the concessions granted in the

interest of all Members who are co-operating to create a

genuine multilateralism lose their real character and

become a unilateral obligation of one Member in favour of

another.

In order to avoid that the progressive idea of a real

multilateralism in international trade, to which the Cuban

Delegation adheres, could be discredited by such undesired

and undesirable consequences, and to make fully clear the

inter-dependence existing between the obligations set forth

in Articles 14 and 24, the Cuban Delegation suggests that

there be inserted in article 14, Paragraph 1, after the

words "shall be accorded immediately and unconditionally",

the words "subject to the provisions of Article 24".

The Cuban Delegation also suggests that a new paragraph,

4, be added to Article 24 to read as follows:

Article 24, Paragraph 4.

"Paragraph 3 will apply correspondingly if

offers made by one Member in accordance with Paragraph

1 were not met by equivalent concessions of the other

so as to make possible a reciprocal and mutually

advantageous agreement on tariff and/or other charges

on imports, and if the first Member considers that

its interests would be seriously prejudiced by the

fact that nevertheless its multilateral concessions

could be claimed by the other Member on the Basis

of the Most-Favoured-Nation clause".
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Furthermore, the Cuban delegation is convinced that the

preferences deliberately kept in force as a result of careful

deliberations should be protected. Therefore, the Cuban

delegation proposes that paragraph 1(b) of Article 24 should

read as follows:

"All negotiated reductions in Most-Favoured-Nation
import tariffs shall operate [automatically_] to reduce

or eliminate margins of preference, as far as the Member

that enjoys the preference and will be affected by such

reduction agrees. No margins of preference shall be

increased, after the negotiations are completed."
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The CHAIRMAN thought that this Working Party had made as much progress
as could be expected given the complexity of the problems entrusted to it.

Mr.MONSERRAT (Cuba) thought that the time was opportune to offer some
general comments on two significant trends of thought that had been present
in the discussions and which, in the view of his delegation, were of a most
distressing nature.

It had often been said that GATT offered few attractions for under-
developed countries, while placing many obligations upon them. Per
the most eloquent, confirmationsof-thisfact as the absence from GATT
of the majority of the under-developed counties and the, inclusion of nearly
all the inbdustrial countries of the democratic world.

This was especially true in the case of uder-developed countries which
exported agricultural products. On the one hand there were the well-known
exceptions that discriminated against agricultural products in the provisions
dealing with the prohibition to impose quantitative restrictions. Any country
could impose unilaterally a definite limit on the importation of any agricultural
product - even if the rate of duty were boundunder the otherwise sacrosanct,
Article II - if this were necessary in order to implement certain programmes
for the protection of their domestic agriculture. This unilateral right to
impair the benefits of agricultural exporters was defended on economic,
social, political and strategic ground. Thus, most of the underdeveloped
countries whose main exports were agricultural were denied the essential
safeguards not only for the necessary expansion of their exports, but even for
the maintenance of the present level of theseexports. If technological improve-
ments in the under-developed country resulted in higher productivity and, con-
sequently, in a better competitive position for its exports, there was a
likelihood that its efforts would come up against a quantitative barrier imposed
for social, strategic and other reasons, by an industrialized country. But
this was only one side of the picture. When the under-developed country in its
turn felt the "pinch" of foreign competition in its dpmestici Indudustries - in
this case called a healthy" exposure to foreign competition - then, all kinds
of complicated procedures were required for the impositiont of quantitative
restrictions, and abundant safeguards were given to the exporting country
against the impairment of any direct or indirect benefits. Thus the growth
of the under-developed country through its exports could easily be limited
by unilateral and uneconomic action taken by industrialized nations; but when
the time came to protect the level of domestic production and the internal
growth of the under-developed countries, the utmost care most be taken to see
that productivity considerations and reciprocal rights were adequately taken
into account.

Such a situation had its explanation, but not the kind of explanation his
delegation wished to see in relation to GATT affairs; and it was unfortunate
that the two trendsof thought developing referred precisely to an accentuation
of this unsatisfactory situation.
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M.BARADUC (France) (Interpretation):Mr. Chairman, you may

well consider that the point raised by the French delegation on

page 2 of document 150 is a point of detail. As you pointed out

yourself, this is not exactly an amendment which we want to propose

but it is an old story which the French delegation has had an

opportunity more than once to explain to members of this

conference. We brought this point up in our meeting in London,

again in the Drafting Committee in New York, and, if my recollection

is correct, also at our present meeting in Geneva.

We had hoped until recently that it would be possible to

amend the Draft Charter so as to introduces in the clauses of the

Charter this different distinction between country of origin and

country of export of certain goods. This is a traditional

discrimination which exists in French legislation, and it would

have suited our own legislation had the Charter recognised this

principle which is important to us.

As things are now, we do not want to press our point, but fool

that we will require a certain delay after the Charter has been

signed to adjust our legislation to the clauses contained in the

national Charter. Such adjustment in our own national legislation

will not be possible until such time as the general agreement on

tariffs, which will presumably deal with Article 14, has been

signed.

When the Charter comes into effect, on the contrary, it will

be possible for the French government to consider the necessary

amendment in our own legislation so as to bring it into harmony

with the clauses of the Charter. --

The only practal questionnttoasktheCommissi Imit iask t%,.rsslon

if whethermmimmmos oo the Co=.-ssicnconsider that the French

government, considering the peculiarity of oudr legislation, woul

X
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Mr. PHILIP (France) wished to explain the difficulties his Government
faced and the reasons for their reservations regarding the proposalthat the
procedures for consultations be not only reinforced, withwhichthey could o
agree, but replaced by a system approval.ysuchachangeNormall
wouldtuteonstite prograess towardsorganistion aofaworldmarktix organisationet.
Mr. Tilihedto rPecheall homentvheer,madetoAstaet eid mho teeCMSG Pn N December.Inbrief,thefreeexFNRTIE systemof the o 8CONTRAef,%the' dInx.giey fchange
noniine tesish hceutw-wa expired nd nturfie la tah fs tt othe doinanti
haounttry p~t sndtem Of fursedaae, tat, ohCity of, Lohon carried out
a direcy,ofgtPring financial rchange8e9 hat the stabiliô Wduction and ex w s
ensnsoftred ind,o find2,,tt th,me dcimlyotLty ef odons a trulyi supra-
patinal uthorityO ee acconatd y all.,

The system of prior acingproval contemplnated replca the City of Lodon
by tFufe Internationa.l Monetaory cnd an,d the er,GATT This bjetiv howev
did not take ac ont of certain realit.esc of the present world, Firstly,
nation unere oo longer readadto sngergQithe coomt of Waaptiun theor econmies
to variFurther ore,efr" heorking class wasorganizedaFursts waermore,sJed
as it had enth century.he nIn France, since 1952, the eteethc
stuggleiseq.ilainst dqIlbrium had firrst beeoutnbcarriedisy means of
clasial mewwicsures Wh n ad beerefficacicos; ut thew real mmprovennnt had not
occurred hetil tementhad govern intewrvenedolicyi ioftrehnvera .cosion

thisf hisv3nitere ton consisted r*inaaher ouragement n Iateeentnwhich attempted
to xdiecit .Atnheeeeplibriunson&eweuie;nm reachedaithintheecnowbigrht 'eacehd vi, tS
framar: owouldffmsirablen SeD, swhit.hcondly deabe tw do an
MrdAh on arequire univeinrse lecommonpoliofufulltce thidwould a rissg upePolcy., Th

solvenr ond,oblemsiof theprices of*ol t rMthods tothresolveohef
primary prodUs woulhe existing differencesputtintoeffect. Td41erhe
ofwo habe atios arK ezmunerent nsystem ofbe mitigated and a tm, Of
Jtabnisted.rttwouldbea cinoutint inttheCONTRAblnaaln ryfor we,udbheneedforfud$employmentaantotheadoptmeasuresdesstneddtoadopt tftenTIE mmamsurandtia
sures.Certawith dsomesmallpro ss t dealainly eflationarytre wasombe

dDdncotedi. rThe CCOACTING dPARTtheIEShbaeededONniciple to stu yd po rim
ional societyforinvestimentha beeny Commic i' Anite.sceyi'vsnodtthdbe

ntcrealte. The rbegeanmlitiobefacee,s of t'e ret word were dinn. td.Wor vet btlwX$e¢i*
dt the necessary Iti#Uinal ootyet e i st utiocetd

SFrenchdelegatetiv mature re not po ot e Pei eieeure
wan dimplynstturvemerbd by. the possible coneqees of silegativ sures Notual systemofconsulations,mduubt it wA psible to einfr, teo.pLrta~re
th sitaiaonws not systemo rprieplace consultations by a yiteinof. or
a rovfa o lnggua as teesicoufull;lntries had not suficient ratseTi%tA9i" ,ofgusrlt

ialOYtO and equilibreemploymente thnatispae e1rfehi
GoVerment opposed the elimivani of quanttti:veesricononons and i
testbiemtof a eyutm of prlishiispo , sserinP tt athe a lval,fest

o nationalism.sig ot he sibtyo a ltdnisf li df 'ecriscountiwouldr
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W. Philip emphasized that the greater progress could be made within
the European framework; neighbouring countries were able to progress further
in international co-operation than could be envisaged on a universal plane
Countries which did advance on this level should not be considered by the
CONTRACTING PARTIES as exceptions that must be supervised; on the contrary
they should be regarded as setting an example. His delegation supported all
measures capable of increasing international trade.

The meeting adjournedat 1 p.m.

~~~~~.


